RECOGNITION OF QUADRICS FROM 3D POINT CLOUDS GENERATED BY SCANNING OF ROTATIONAL PARTS
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Abstract: This paper presents a method for recognition of second order surfaces (quadrics) from point clouds containing information about scanned rotational parts. The method is region growing method that exploits the scatter of data during least squares fitting of quadrics as a region growing criterion. The presented procedure is convenient for segmentation of regions with high (G1 or higher) continuity. Besides, the region seed point is automatically selected which is its comparative advantage to a number of existing methods. The applicability of the proposed method is evaluated using two case studies; the first case study refers to a synthesized signal, and the second presents the applicability of the method on a real world example.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research efforts and practical applications in the field of implementation of 3D scanning devices in on-line manufacturing process control are expanding over the years. Typical examples are assembly automation and robots navigation. The hardware of contemporary 3D scanning devices, and especially optical ones, is characterized by high resolution, speed, and accuracy, and it is suitable for on-line applications. The same holds for algorithms for raw data preprocessing (3D data registration, integration and meshing). However, there is a lack of efficient real-time applicable algorithms for automatic recognition (segmentation and fitting) of geometric primitives from point cloud. During reverse engineering in CAD systems, geometric primitives from point clouds are recognized interactively by user [1], where user recognizes geometric primitives and then annotates a number of points on them. Afterwards, software is capable of fitting the best surfaces through selected points. On the other hand, implementation of 3D scanning devices in control applications requires fully automatic recognition of geometric primitives from point cloud.

Motivated by applications in a number of fields, such as mobile robots navigation [2] and seam pose detection in robotized welding [3], automatic recognition of planes has attracted many research efforts [4, 5]. Besides planar surfaces, in mechanical engineering rotational surfaces are most frequently met. These surfaces usually consist of second order surfaces (quadrics), planes, and general tori. In the focus of this paper is recognition of quadrics from scanned rotational surfaces.

There are a number of algorithms for detection of quadrics from point cloud, and a survey of these methods can be found in [6]. Generally, the methods belong to one of the two classes: 1) edge based, and 2) region based methods. Edge based techniques can be employed for G0 continuous surfaces where there exists an abrupt change between adjacent regions. Region based methods employ split and/or merge or region growing approach. Region growing approaches start from a seed point and grow region around it using different criteria such as local surface normal [7], average curvature [8], or principle curvature [9].

Recent methods combine edge based approaches for initial segmentation and region based approaches for surface fitting and segmentation of regions with higher continuity. For example, procedure proposed in [10] detects feature edges using dihedral angle; afterwards variational shape approximation is employed for region partition and general shape quadrics are fitted through obtained regions; finally, over-segmented adjacent regions are merged using combination of Euclidean distance and normal deviation as metrics. Another approach from [11] employs tensor voting based method for edges detection and combination of RANSAC, slipping motion analysis, Gauss map and principle curvature for recognition of shapes. An interesting research in the field of recognition of planes, spheres, cones and cylinders from sparse 3D meshes obtained from CAD is presented in [1]. The presented method recognizes feature edges using

Prepoznavanje kvadrira iz 3D oblaka tacaka dobijenih skeniranjem rotacionih delova. U ovom radu je predstavljen metod za prepoznavanje površi drugog reda (kvadrira) iz oblaka tacaka koji sadrže informaciju o skeniranim rotacionim delovima. Metod spada u klasu metoda zasnovanih na rastu regiona, a kao kriterijum za rast regiona koriste se svojstva informacione matrice koja se izracunava tokom regresije kvadrira. Predložen metod je pogodan za segmentaciju kontinualnih regiona (G1 ili viša kontinualnost). Pored toga, pocetna tacka za rast regiona bira se automatski šio predstavlja komparativnu prednost ovog metoda u odnosu na dosada razvijene metode segmentacije kvadrira. Primjenljivost razvijenog metoda je ilustrovana na dva primera; prvi primer se odnosi na sintetizovani, a drugi na oblak tacaka dobijen skeniranjem realnog objekta.

Ključne reči: 3D oblak tacaka, prepoznavanje površi, segmentacija kvadrira, reverzno inženjerstvo
dihedral angle, and employs region growing based on principal curvature for primitives’ extraction.

In this paper we propose a method for automatic recognition of quadrics from point cloud obtained by scanning of rotational parts. The proposed method is in its essence region growing method based on scatter of data during direct least squares fitting of second order surfaces. The presented method is applicable for recognition of G1 (or higher) continuous surfaces.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we provide some theoretical background and present the proposed recognition method and corresponding algorithm. Section 3 presents the implementation of the algorithm on a synthesized point cloud, as well as on a real-world example. Finally, in Section 4 we give some concluding remarks.

2. METHOD FOR RECOGNITION OF QUADRICS FROM SCANNED ROTATIONAL PARTS

The method for recognition of quadrics from scanned rotational parts that is presented in this paper is based on the properties of scatter matrix during least squares fitting of second order surfaces (quadrics). General quadric can be represented by the following equation:

\[ a_1x^2 + a_2y^2 + a_3z^2 + a_4xy + a_5yz + a_6xz + a_7x + a_8y + a_9z + a_{10} = 0 \]  

(1)

where \( a_i \) represent surface parameters and \( [x \ y \ z] \) are the coordinates of a point on quadric. Equation (1) can be represented in matrix form:

\[ \mathbf{x} \cdot \mathbf{a} = 0 \]  

(2)

where \( \mathbf{x} = [x^2 \ y^2 \ z^2 \ xy \ yz \ xz \ x \ y \ z] \) and \( \mathbf{a} = [a_1 \ a_2 \ a_3 \ \ldots \ a_{10}]^T \) represents the vector of surface parameters.

Coefficients \( \mathbf{a} \) can be estimated by solving the following minimization problem [12, 13]:

\[ \min ||\mathbf{D}\mathbf{a}||^2 \]  

subject to \( \mathbf{a}^T \mathbf{C} \mathbf{a} = 1 \)  

(3)

where \( \mathbf{C} \) is a 10x10 matrix with all elements equal zero except \( \mathbf{C}(10,10) = 1 \), and \( \mathbf{D} \) is design matrix in the form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    x_1^2 & x_2^2 & \ldots & x_N^2 \\
    y_1^2 & y_2^2 & \ldots & y_N^2 \\
    z_1^2 & z_2^2 & \ldots & z_N^2 \\
    x_1y_1 & x_2y_2 & \ldots & x_Ny_N \\
    y_1z_1 & y_2z_2 & \ldots & y_Nz_N \\
    z_1z_1 & z_2z_2 & \ldots & z_Nz_N \\
    1 & 1 & \ldots & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(4)

Solution of minimization problem (3) is positive eigen value of \( \mathbf{S} = \mathbf{D}^T \mathbf{D} \)  

(5)

where \( \mathbf{S} \) represents scatter matrix, and \( \lambda \) is Lagrange multiplier.

When all data in design matrix are sampled from one exact quadric, scatter matrix will be singular [12]. On the other hand, when data are sampled from approximate quadric, such as scanned quadric surface, the scatter matrix will be close to singular. As data that do not belong to the particular quadric enter design matrix, matrix \( \mathbf{S} \) will be farther from singular matrix. We have exploited this property of scatter matrix to create the method for segmentation of quadrics from considered class of point clouds.

The proposed method is in its essence region growing method. Region growing procedure starts from the first point in the point cloud and adds point by point to the region using reciprocal condition number of scatter matrix as region growing criterion. When reciprocal condition number of \( \mathbf{S} \) passes predefined threshold, a point that does not belong to quadric is detected. In this situation region growing is stopped and the coefficients \( \mathbf{a} \) of recognized quadric are estimated. The region is considered a quadric if it contains more than 30 points from the cloud. Otherwise, it is assumed that points do not belong to quadric, but to another type of surface.

INPUT: \( x, y, z \) – points from the cloud  \( \text{thres1}, \text{thres2} \) – segmentation thresholds

\begin{itemize}
    \item \( \text{put axis of rotation along } z \text{ axis} \)
    \item \( \text{cloud} = [x, y, z]; \)
    \item \( \text{sortrows(cloud),-3);} \)
    \item \( m=0\); \( \text{trials}=0; \)
    \item \( \text{while} \text{trials}<30 \)
    \item \( m=m+1; \)
    \item \( \text{if} \text{length(surfaces(m).surf)}>30 \)
    \item \( m=m+1; \)
    \item \( \text{calculate rcond(S) using surf_aux}; \)
    \item \( \text{if} \text{rcond(S)<thres1} \)
    \item \( \text{add cloud(i,:) to surfaces(m).surf}; \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{calculate A}; \)
    \item \( \text{for} i=1:\text{length(cloud)} \)
    \item \( \text{if} \text{distance<thres2} \)
    \item \( \text{add cloud(i,:) to surfaces(m).surf}; \)
    \item \( \text{else add cloud(i,:) to new_cloud}; \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{if} \text{length(new_cloud)<2 trials=31}; \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
    \item \( \text{end} \)
\end{itemize}

OUTPUT: \text{surfaces} – structure containing segmented quadrics

When region growing procedure stops, all points that belong to recognized quadric within predefined threshold are excluded from point cloud; for detection of distance between points from the cloud and surface we exploit estimated surface parameters. The
parameters estimation and point exclusion procedure is iteratively repeated until no more points are recognized to belong to given quadric. The pseudo-code of the algorithm for implementation of the procedure is presented in Fig. 1.

Since we are dealing with rotational parts, to accelerate and facilitate computational efforts, the algorithm starts with alignment of scanned part’s rotation axis with z axis of point cloud, and with sorting of points from point cloud in descending order along z axis. The alignment of rotation axis along z direction is carried out using moments of inertia for all three axes of coordinate system, center of mass, and elementary computer graphics transforms.

3. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

To illustrate and experimentally verify the proposed procedure, we have implemented it in recognition of second order surfaces in two case studies. The first case study refers to a synthesized point cloud, while the second considers a real world example.

3.1 Case study 1: synthesized point cloud

The point cloud that we use in this case study consists of four second order surfaces, i.e. of one sphere, two ellipsoids (spheroids in particular), and one cylinder. Sphere and cylinder are G0 continuous with adjacent surfaces, while between ellipsoids G1 continuity is achieved. The CAD model of synthesized part is presented in Fig. 2.a, and parameters of synthesized surfaces in Table 1. Synthesized point cloud is noised by white noise with signal to noise ratio of 90dB.

After application of the proposed method, all four surfaces were adequately recognized. Segmentation results are graphically presented in Fig. 2.b, and estimated parameters in Table 1.

From Table 1 it can be observed that the algorithm was able to adequately recognize surfaces. The discrepancy between estimated surface parameters and generated surface parameters is less than 0.3%. It should be noted that the parameters of ellipsoids are close and that accurate distinction between these surfaces is a challenging task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seg. no</th>
<th>Parameters of quadric [a_i\times10^2], i=1,...10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0.04 0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.96 94.24]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[0.33 0.33 0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -24 476]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0.32 0.32 0.11 0 0 0 0 0 -11.29 186.76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[1.23 1.23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Generated and estimated surface parameters in case study 1

3.1 Case study 2: real-world example

In second case study we consider the part presented in Fig. 3. The part consists of ellipsoid, hyperboloid, cone and cylinder. The parameters of the designed part are presented in Table 2. The part was made on CNC lathe TCN410 – echoENG. The point cloud (Fig. 3.c) is obtained by 3D digitization of the part using ZScanner® 700 [13, 14] handheld laser scanner with resolution of 0.1mm.

As presented in pseudo-code from Fig. 1, the recognition procedure starts by alignment of part’s rotation axis with z axis of the coordinate system (Fig. 4). After applying the whole procedure, four quadric surfaces were adequately recognized. Segmentation results are presented in Fig. 5, and estimated parameters in Table 2.

From estimated parameters it can be observed that for all four surfaces adequate surface types (ellipsoid, hyperboloid, cone and cylinder) were recognized. The discrepancy between designed and estimated parameters for all coefficients except for \(a_3\) in cone segment is less than 6%. This discrepancy includes all errors introduced during machining and scanning process, such as interpolation error (ellipse and hyperbola are approximated by circular and linear segments), machining error, scanner accuracy and resolution. It should be noted that the scanner has shown poor performance as presented in Fig. 3c. It has very low accuracy in vicinity of sharp edges and cone segment is located between two sharp edges.
Fig. 4. Point cloud from case study 2: a) before graphic transforms; b) after alignment

Table 2. Designed and estimated surface parameters in case study 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seg no</th>
<th>Parameters of quadric{$a_i$×$10^{2}$}</th>
<th>i=1,...10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0.16 0.16 0.09 0 0 0 0 0 0 19.78 933.87]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[2.04 2.04 -0.68 0 0 0 0 0 0 71.46 -1976.42]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0.33 0.33 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 66.64 1.11e+3]</td>
<td>*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[0.086 0.086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0.17 0.17 0.09 -0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0.04 -0.02 -19.81 930.61]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[2.04 2.04 -0.68 -0.0 0.01 -0.0 0.34 -1.11 72.68 -2033.5]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[0.34 0.34 -0.89 -0.0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.29 64.4 -1.13e+3]</td>
<td>*100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[0.086 0.086 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 -0.04 0.0 -99.91]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Segmentation results in case study 2

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented a method for recognition of quadrics from point clouds generated by scanning of rotational parts. It is a region growing method based on properties of scatter matrix calculated during least squares fitting of second order surfaces. The method is convenient for segmentation of adjacent segments with $G_1$ or higher continuity, and this is its comparative advantage to edge based procedures. Another important property of this method is that seed point is automatically selected as the highest point (point with maximum z coordinate) on the part.

The performances of the method were presented using a synthesized and a real-world point cloud, and the method has shown good recognition results.

To increase the robustness of the method to poor scanner performances, the future work will address the combination of the presented region growing method with edge based segmentation during preprocessing. In addition, recognition of tori, which are also frequently met in rotational parts, will be a part of future research efforts.
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